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Smart deals & snapped deals
Lightbox Ventures’ partner Sandeep Murthy on the art of early stage investing,
and one precious worm he couldn’t catch (Snapdeal!)

exclusive

Sandeep
Murthy is
friends with
Kunal Bahl
but says he
was unable
to invest
in his firm,
Snapdeal,
because it was
too expensive
for him

Life as an early stage investor

It’s important to be involved in the
operations of the business (which you
are funding). When you start operating a business, you realise that certain pre-decided milestones make no
sense. So we don’t want to hold them
(the businesses) to irrational milestones. But we need to be involved in
the business to know that they are not
rational.
Doing this across 20 businesses
is impossible. This means we are
only going to invest in a handful of
companies.

One sector, one investment

If we are in a business, we want to
leverage our strengths in that business. It’s like saying if you started
Cleartrip, would you go start Ibibo
as well? The answer is no. I get asked
often, how do I distribute my time?
Eighty per cent of my time has always
gone to my existing portfolio.

Missed opportunities

Kunal (Bahl; co-founder, Snapdeal)
and I met when he had started Jasper
Interactive, a coupon book business.
I used to work with InterActive Corp
(IAC) in New York then and we owned

Scouting opportunities for the
recently closed $100 million fund

We have a 10-year fund. The next
five years itself are going to see such
rapid change. In e-commerce, buying
is going to be driven by mobile. And
when you buy through mobile, the
purchase cycle and process looks
very different. It is not
a matter of shrinking your website
to fit the mobi le s c r e en .
The whole
search cycle
is different on
mobile. It is less
about search and more about
discovery. So, in addition to looking at healthcare, we are looking
at vertical e-commerce and apps
that are thinking about mobile in
a discovery-led model rather than
a flat search-kind of model

With one best-selling writer as a visitor and another
as a tour guide, here is what happened when Dan
Brown and Ashwin Sanghi had a day about town
masoom.gupte@timesgroup.com

.
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In retrospect, what I did not do
enough of was staying in touch with
Kunal. The thing with this business
is that as the volume of deals grows,
your ability to stay in touch with people you thought were interesting reduces. What someone else spotted, and
I didn’t, was his (Kunal’s) ability to
move his business quickly. He moved
from coupon books to group buying
to marketplaces and leveraged his
assets along the way. But that’s the
nature of the business. By definition
we are going to miss some of them (investment opportunities). We are fine
with that.
Kunal and I are friends now. But
we never got a chance to invest (in
Snapdeal) and then it got too expensive for us.

How aamchi
Mumbai became
Da Vinci Mumbai

Murthy’s thinking hat equivalent is tossing
balls around. It’s his favourite activity
while his brain wheels race

Put together a celebrated city and
two marquee writers and what you
get is a story worth telling.
Last month, author Dan Brown
enthralled audiences in Delhi
a nd Mu mbai
with talks that On Brown’s
t ouche d up on
itinerary:
subje c t s close
to his heart and
The Tower
writing — such
of Silence
as codes, science
and Haji
and religion. In
Ali, among
Mumbai, he took
questions from
others
I ndia n aut hor
Ashwin Sanghi about his writing
process at the NCPA’s Tata Theatre.
The conversation between the two
writers continued post-event, over
dinner — and even the next day,
when Sanghi gave Brown a guided
tour of some of Mumbai’s landmarks, away from prying eyes.
“I received a call from him (Brown)
around lunchtime the next day,”
says Sanghi. “He asked if I had a
couple of hours free to show him
around.”Brown didn’t have a wishlist. He left the itinerary planning to
Sanghi. Sanghi says that this made
his job much easier. And instead of
choosing the same old attractions,
Sanghi put together a list befitting
Brown’s philosophical bent of mind.
The plan included the Tower
of Silence at Kemps Corner, the
Keneseth Eliyahoo synagogue

at Kala Ghoda, the St Thomas’
Cathedral in Fort, the Babulnath
and Mahalaxmi temples and lastly,
the Haji Ali dargah.
“I didn’t want to take him (Brown)
to touristy spots,” Sanghi says. “I
wanted to take him
to places that
have stories
at t ached to
them that we
could share and
exchange ou r
views on.”
Turn to page 2 >
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n a game of investments, early stage investing is akin to
playing blind in poker. After
all, not every startup can be
Facebook.
Sandeep Murthy, partner, Lightbox
Vent u r e s , sp e a k s t o
ETPanache about the
many challenges of being an early stage investor and what it takes to find that one
bright idea amongst the 100 he hears,
on an average, each month.

a company called Entertainment and
Publication Inc (EPI). EPI basically
went from city to city and created
coupon books. They would give these
coupon books away, earning affiliate revenue on each book sold. Kunal
had seen these books. He knew that I
worked at IAC and that we owned that
business. He wanted to
speak about it. But the EPI
business (is) not a useful
business. It was like the
offline version of GroupOn, but not
even that good. It was hard to make
it work.
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DAN BROWN’S CITY TOUR
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“Writing is for introverts who want to tell you a story, but don’t want to make eye contact while doing it.” — JOHN GREEN
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Dating tips for
introverts
I
bits of your personal life without
being too forward, be charmingly
funny, so on and so forth. But if introverts follow these ground rules,
dating becomes a more improved
and pleasant experience:

askmen.in

t’s a truth universally acknowledged that the dating
scene isn’t entirely friendly
towards those who don’t
naturally possess a knack
for the art of being social. Small
talk can be taxing enough with
strangers (and acquaintances and
distant relatives), let alone strangers to whom we’re attracted.
There’s so much pressure to
have it all together — say all
the right things, share tid-

Rely on uplifting,
social friends

Kristen Stewart and
Robert Pattinson,
once a couple, were
both introverts

Dress in something that
you always feel great in

Uplifting is the key word
here. You know who they
are. Those friends who
always have your back
and can command a room
like it’s nobody’s business.
They understand and work
around your introversion,
helping you to loosen up a
little without excessive
guilt or pressure. Spend
your Friday nights around
these guys.

Stick to your scene
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It’s much more difficult to
interact with a potential
prospect if you don’t feel
like yourself.

Clubbing is not your
thing? Then seek out
like-minded mates on
outdoor treks or
at the local pub.
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Alia Bhatt’s
character picks the
strong, silent guy in
Student of the Year
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Drink . . . a little
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Keep an arsenal
of conversation
starters

Desperate times call for
desperate measures. If
you feel like you’re
always running out of
things to say, there’s no
shame in practising. Just
don’t write anything out
on your hands.

Last but not least, RELAX
Don’t worry about it too
much. When the right
person comes along, you
may not even need our tips.

They call it liquid
courage for a
reason. Plus, it’s a
good conversation
starter. “Is that a
Moscow Mule? I
Yahoo CEO
love Moscow
Marissa Mayer is Mules.” Boom.
a self-confessed
You just scored
introvert
yourself a date.
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Spin
sessions

sightseeing, we had
a 100 things to talk
about,” Sanghi says.
At the end of the
10 0 -t h i n g c onver sation, the writers
found themselves on
the same page. Sanghi
posed a question to
Brown. “Do you have
a definition for what
i s G o d? ” Brow n’s
response was God
equals gaps, gaps in
science. Anything
that couldn’t be explained by science
PICS: GETTY IMAGES, UMA KADAM
is termed divine, he
Dan Brown visited the
said. And for Sanghi? Infinity (all
famous Babulnath temple
that exists) minus knowledge (all
(above). Sanghi reveals that
that we know) is God. That is, like
Brown believes God is equal
Brown, he too believes that God is
to ‘gaps’ in science
equal to gaps
PICS: GETTY IMAGES

British DJ Simon
Green — aka Bonobo
— will bring his jazzinfluenced electronic
music to Mumbai on
December 13

Minding your P’s and Q’s is a
Directions, stressed the imsocial skills within an internadelicate art that requires some
portance of style in boosting
tional perspective.”
finesse. And here to teach you
one’s confidence. “Our Style
The need for an academy like
how to do it is The English
and Image Programme helps
this was summed up best by
Manner Finishing and Style
you build a f lexible and fashSushmita Sen, Miss Universe
Academy, launched in Mumbai
ionable wardrobe to suit your
1994. “Today, young adults and
by the Wasan Knowledge Hub,
age, lifestyle and personality.”
fresh professionals can get an
an educational initiative of the
Ekta Wasan, director, Wasan
early head-start in life by masWasan Group, in association
Knowledge Hub, added, “The
tering the most important tool
with The English Manner and
time is ripe for our people to
of success — right etiquette and
Style Directions.
hone their professional and
grooming,” she said
The Academy marks
the entry of two reputed international
The English Manner Style Academy
The English Manner Finishing
experts in the field of
course module
Academy’s course module
corporate style and
z Little Prince and Princesses (4-6
z“WOW” Workshop (Three day
etiquet te t rai ni ng.
years)
module for women)
Bookings for its courszLittle Ladies and Gentlemen (7- 10
zWonderful You (Five day module
es will commence on
years)
for women)
December 2.
zStep Ahead (11-14 years)
zDress for Success (Five day
Says Jimmy Beale,
module for corporates)
zRaise Your Game (15-18 years)
managing director of
zEssential Social Etiquette (Ladies)
zPeak of Perfection( Three month,
The English Manner,
zSimply Sophisticated (Ladies)
once a week module for women)
“Founded in 2001 by
zEssential Social Skills Programme
Alexandra Messervy,
(Ladies & Gentlemen)
formerly of the Royal
zTwo Day Corporate Team
Household of England,
Building Course
The English Manner
zSix Week Business and Life
provides personal deSkills Certificate
velopment, cultural
zShort Module
and social skills trainCourses (2 hours)
ing to an international
zFinishing Touch
clientele.”
Etiquette Course
C a r o l S p e n s e r,
(5 days)
Ekta Wasan, Sushmita Sen
founder and managand Tarun Wasan
ing director of Style

.
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Simon Green of
Bonobo hopes to
catch up on Indian
food and culture

Wasan Knowledge Hub has launched The English Manner Finishing
and Style Academy, which provides training in etiquette and styling

Banish all dry skin and scalp with
these must-have products
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One such place was the very
first on the list — the Tower of
Silence. “The Parsi community
has a very different ritual for
the dead. Dan was fascinated by it. He even got
a detailed, 10-minute
walk-through from the
caretaker about the
process,” says Sanghi.
Next on the list was
the synagogue, which
offered the two authors
the right setting to discuss the ancient connections between Judaism
and Hinduism. Similarly,
the twin temples, Babulnath and
Mahalaxmi, were the ideal background for a dialogue on the concepts of Shiva and Shakti.
“During those few hours of

Grooming for success

WINTER WOES?
JUST CHILL

Aamchi Da Vinci Mumbai

> Continued from page 1

Jimmy Beale, Carol
Spenser and Tarun Wasan

Ben Stiller is the shy
guy angling for the girl’s
affection in There’s
Something About Mary
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In Rab Ne Bana
Di Jodi, a quiet
man navigates
marital life

Be as freshfaced as
superstar
Tom Cruise

Kama Ayurveda
vanilla, milk and
honey body
exfoliator `895

Gourmet in a jiffy

Clinique
aloe shave
gel for men
`1,500
Truefitt &
Hill skin
control
advanced
facial
moisturiser
`3,400
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Indian odyssey

“When I was young, I wanted to
take a year off from college and
come to India but never got a
chance. When I am here, I expect
to absorb the culture, the people
and the food.”

Bebop over hip-hop

“I listened to jazz more

than hip-hop in the early 1990s.
You discover a lot of great music from DJing. Especially with
jazz, I started sculpturing. It is a
huge universe to explore.”

Favourite artists

“Four Tet is somebody I respect
a lot. There are other artists I admire like jazz pianist and composer Marc Moulin.”

Standout stage
moments

Green cites jazz
as a source of
inspiration

“Having the opportunity
to see cool places all over
the world is fun. Erykah
Badu sang with me at a sold
out show in San Francisco
which was great. And performing two nights at the
Sydney Opera House was a
highlight.”

.

Does the thought of stocking up on a long
list of gourmet food items, only to experiment
with one dish that caught your fancy, make
you want to drop the idea altogether? Check
out ichef.in, a website that allows you to order
ingredients according to the dish you pick
from their menu. I’ve always wanted to try
cooking a risotto at home, but was not sure
if I wanted to buy an entire packet of Arborio
rice, mushrooms and the like, for just one
attempt. The Risotto with Spinach-Basil
Pesto and Sweet Potato recipe kit by ichef.in

Sula,
grapeseed
oil to be
used as a
moisturiser
for skin
and hair
`295

Purearth
Mandarin
body
butter
`4,000

The Big O
akshay.sawai1@timesgroup.com

iChef’s pre-packaged kits simplify
cooking complicated dishes

biprorshee.das @timesgroup.com
At the upcoming concert series — Johnnie Walker The
Journey — audiences will be
treated to some dulcet ambient
electronica by British musician
and DJ Simon Green, who goes
by the stage name ‘Bonobo’.
Green, set to perform in Mumbai
on December 13, shared his excitement over his maiden visit
to India with ETPanache in an
email interview.
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Apart from the
risotto, iChef
also has kits
for fajitas and
tacos (below)

seemed like a tempting option. The kit comes
with pre-measured ingredients — in this
case the Arborio rice, baby spinach, vegetable broth, button mushrooms, sweet potato
and onion, olive oil, grated parmesan cheese,
butter, basil, walnuts and garlic cloves in little cups and packets. All I had to do was follow the recipe instructions and have enough
risotto for two ready
in 30 minutes. I didn’t
have to worry about the excess ingredients...
since there were none. As for the risotto, it
turned out pretty well.
iChef also has recipe kits for Pineapple
Chicken Teriyaki, Lamb Sliders, Kung Pao
Chicken Tacos, Green Coconut Curry and
Tofu Fajitas – all at ` 250. Each kit serves two.

Restaurant Review

Website: www.i-chef.in; Price: `250

Two cheery yellow and orange boxes stood on
our desk one afternoon last week. Ah. Food.
That too 97 per cent organic, as claimed by those
who had sent it, The Organic Lunchbox.
The spread included two salads, dal, a moong
usal, dry bhindi and paneer capsicum. Two
types of rotis — chapatis and methi theplas
— and rice. And for dessert — chunks of apple
sprinkled with almond slivers and dudhi halwa.
The dishes that stood out were usal, paneer capsicum, theplas and the halwa. And almond shavings were a clever way of sexing up apple chunks.
For the price (`150-200) though, they should
include lemon juice or chhaas, which other
dabba providers do.
But in this humming
city where every
second worker
bee is gastricallychallenged, the
more home-style
fo o d opt ion s ,
the better

.

The Organic
Lunchbox
Tel: +917303988188
Price: `150-200

